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MASON SCIENCE COMMUNITY

Yuri Mishin named a 2020 American Physical Society Fellow

By: Sharon Holland

This past #FacultyFriday highlighted Yuri Mishin, an American Physics Society Fellow.

In 1977, Yuri Mishin received his Ph.D. in High-Energy Physics at Lomonosov Moscow State University and joined the Department of Physics. He has since been a member of scientific staff at the International Center for Theoretical Physics in Trieste (Italy). Mishin's work has contributed significantly to the physics enterprise, particularly in the area of particle physics. This season, Mishin was honored with his election as a Fellow of the American Physical Society. This year, five Mason faculty members have been elected to the American Physical Society, elevating Mason's standing as a leader in the physics community.

Elevate Mason's standing in the physics community.

RESEARCH & DISCOVERY

Science faculty and students complete Summer Team Impact Projects

By: Michelle Ford

This past summer, the Undergraduate Education Office announced the recipients of the Provost's Summer Team Impact Project 2020. The project aimed to provide an intensive two-year educational experience to highlight qualified active duty military members in the field of Health Sciences. Mason's College of Science and the Uniformed Services University of the Health Sciences have partnered since 2014 to provide an advanced science degree for military members. The College of Science's Office of Student Affairs and Special Programs leads the program, and the Washington College of Science faculty and students led one of these projects 'Ecotoxicology of Microplastics and Vectors of Micropollutants and Microbial Pathogens' in the Potomac River Watershed: Effects on Aquatic Organisms, Mechanisms of Fragmentation, and Ecological Impact of Microplastics in Aquatic Ecosystems. The project is part of Mason's Campus Public Impact program, a strategic initiative to integrate Mason's discovery and teaching into communities we serve.

IN THE NEWS

Successful DOPP program praised in Iowa

By: Michelle Ford

The Mason Science Community values its connections to Mason's research partners in communities we serve. In this issue, we highlight the work of the Mason Science Community in Iowa.
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Register by Friday to attend 12th Annual ISE-COMPASS Virtual Communication Workshop
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